




















A study for effective reduction of the number of dangerous driving in view of 
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研究成果の概要（英文）：Dangerous driving is an objective constituent element of the offences such 
as drunken driving. Recently, the offence of causing death or injury by dangerous driving has been 
made to tackle against the dangerous driving more severely. As such, the application scope of the 
offence is wide and its criminal sanction is so harsh. However, even after its enactment, cases of 
dangerous driving that resulted in death or serious injury of the pedestrians were reported. It 
indicates that more effective sanctions to curve dangerous driving is needed.
With this idea in mind, this study tried to confirm the hidden causes to dangerous driving not only 
from the criminal law perspective but also from the related sciences such as psychology, sociology 
and medicine. After this survey, this study submitted the tentative idea of new effective criminal 








































































































































































































































⑤ 木 林 和 彦 、 Fatal overdose from 
synthetic cannabinoids and cathinones 
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